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JetQuay Launches Private Swab Test Facility, Halves Custom Clearance Timing

Prime Aces Limousine in partnership with JetQuay CIP Terminal, the Only Private Terminal in Southeast
Asia with Private Swab Test Facility to half custom clearance timing via VIP Meet and Greet Service.
CENTRAL, Singapore - April 12, 2021 - PRLog -- Prime Aces Limousine is proud to announce their
collaboration with JetQuay, the only private terminal in Southeast Asia that provides customers – through
their VIP Meet and Greet service – access to a private Immigration & Customs checkpoint, Lounge and
Swab Test facility.
All travellers into Singapore will undergo mandatory checks at Immigration and swab test upon arrival at
Changi Airport. This process can take up to two hours if processes are extended with delays and peak-hour
queues.
JetQuay CIP Terminal can help travellers reduce custom clearance timing by up to 50% of what is usually
required at main terminals in Changi Airport. This is made possible with their exclusive 'VIP Meet and
Greet' package that includes a private immigration & customs checkpoint with minimal queue, and a private
swab test facility that meets local regulations regarding COVID-19 testing.
While the process can be twice as fast as custom clearance at Changi Airport, it maintains the same level of
hygiene and safety to prevent the spread of COVID-19 within Singapore. JetQuay's services are available to
any passenger travelling on full-service carriers, on any class - arriving, departing or transiting through
Terminals 1, 2, and 3.
The entire process is not only smooth but enjoyable. Upon arrival, travellers utilizing the Quayside service
package will be met with a Guest Relations Officer right from the gate, where they are whisked by a private
vehicle to JetQuay CIP Terminal. Travellers can rest in the comfort of a private lounge and freshen up
while service staff handle their luggage and travel documents to perform the check-out.
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While waiting for completion of the check-out process, travellers can surf the internet and contact their
office via the business centre, enjoy a light meal and even take a shower. Once check-out is complete,
travellers can collect their luggage before being escorted to a private limousine that can transport them to
their desired location.
Prime Aces Limousine was the first in its industry to provide their customers with Antigen Rapid Test
(ART) option, where their assigned chauffeur can be tested with the ART and have the results within 30
minutes.
About Prime Aces Limousine
Prime Aces Limousine is the leading private transportation provider in Singapore and has a regional
network of fully vetted service partners across major cities, including Hong Kong, Perth, Sydney,
Melbourne and Kuala Lumpur. Prime Aces Limousine was recently awarded the Singapore SME 500
Award 2021. They have been raking in updated and positive 5-Star reviews about their limousine services.
https://www.primeaceslimousine.sg/
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